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Umweltanalytik Holbach GmbH 
D-66687 Wadern 
Germany 

Phone: +49 6874/182277
Fax: +49 6874/182278

E-Mail: info@holbach.biz
 

Declaration of Contamination 
 
Every employer / user is held responsible for the health and safety of his employees. This also applies 
to service personnel performing maintenance work either at the premises of the user or the service 
company in charge. By means of the declaration attached the contractor is to be informed about any 
possible contamination of the instrument sent in for maintenance, calibrating or servicing. Based on 
this information the contractor will be able to take the necessary safety precautions. 
 
 

Instrument type:       Serial-no.       

Reason for return:        

 
Process related contamination of equipment: 

mikrobiological hazard no  yes Compounds:        

toxic no  yes Compounds:       

caustic no  yes Compounds:       

radioactive no  yes Compounds:       

explosive no  yes Compounds:       

other harmful substances no  yes Compounds:       

 
Tick, when "Yes," please attach a safety data sheet and any handling rules. 

 
There were all necessary measures have been taken so that the staff of Umweltanalytik Holbach 
GmbH in the commissioned work of any health risks related to the device is exposed. 
 
The type and extent of security work: 
      

      

      

 
 
Information about the sender and confirmation of the declaration: 
 

Customer:        Phone:       

Person to contact:        Fax       

Address:        E-Mail       

Address:        
Remark / 
order no. 

      

 
We / I hereby declare that the information supplied on this form is complete and accurate. 
 
 

                  
Date Name of the authorized person 

(block letters) 
Signature 
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